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THE PRODUCTION OP MUTATIONS IN DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER 

WITH PAST NEUTRONS 

INTRODUCTION 

With the discovery of one agent after another as a 

cause of mutations, the problem of transmutation of the 

gene becomes more fascinating than ever* One wonders 

to what possible extent this search can go. Probably 

one of the earliest agents shown to affect the mutation 
(*> ' 

rate was that of temperature* Then followed one of the 

most important discoveries on this problem, namely, the 
(11) 

production of mutations with X-rays by Muller In 1927, 

More evident becomes the significance of his discovery 

when one realises the impetus it gave to other research 

workers to make added efforts in the search for other 
(1) (S) 

agents* Since then ultra-violet rays* ganma rays. 
(18) 

and alpha' rays have been shown to produce mutations} 
. ' (16) 

furthermore, certain chemical agents (iodine, copper 
(10) (14) 

sulphate, and potassium permanganate ) have been 

reported to cause mutations. 

With the evidence of Muller and Mottsmith that 

♦ (4, 7, 11, 15) 
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natural radioactivity is insufficient to explain the 
(13) 

frequency of the mutation rate, the problem becomes 

more inviting to those who would search still further 

for the yet-to-be-discovered agents. The discovery of 

new particles or new rays means added opportunities 

toward the solution of the old problem* 

The efficacy of neutrons in causing mutations is 

suggested as a problem by Dr* Gordon L* Locher in one 
(9) 

of his recent papers* Ever since the discovery of 

. neutrons in l932 by Dr* J* Chadwick of the Cavendish 

Laboratory, Cambridge University, difficulties have 

stood in the way of the use of neutrons in the biologi¬ 

cal field* In th© first place, it has not been possible 

to produce them in sufficient intensities* The limited 

knowledge of Its physical nature has also been a handi¬ 

cap* Through physical research both of these drawbacks 

have been partly overcome, although there still remains 

much to be accomplished* 

Very few experiments with respect to the possibilities 

of neutrons in the field of biology have been reported* 

Lawrence and Lawrence have found that fast neutrons are 

approximately ten times as biologically effective as X-rays 
(8) 

in altering the blood picture of rats* The fast 
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neutrons were produced by bombarding a beryllium target 

with, several micro-amperes of 3*5 million volt deuterons* 

The rats exposed to fast neutrons were compared to those 

exposed to the Sloan X-ray machine operating at 900,000 

volts* Such an arrangement provided a very desirable 

means of comparison* for the reason that actual neutron 

number and intensity are still practically impossible to 

obtain* 

Zirkle and Aebersold performed experiments to d©« 

termine the comparative effects of X—rays and fast 
(20) 

neutrons on wheat seedlings* The cyclotron of Lawrence 

and Livingston was used In these experiments as in the 

case of the experiment by Lawrence and Lawrence just 

mentioned* Past neutrons were found to be twenty times 

more effective than the equivalent dosage of hard X-rays 

In retarding growth in wheat seedlings* 

The only genetics experiment with neutrons that has 

come to the attention of the writers is that of Whiting 

on the production of dominant lethals in the parasitic 
tm 

wasp* Habrobracon* The results are probably not con¬ 

clusive* 

The work on the present problem was carried out in 

collaboration with Dr* G* L* Locher, of the Bartol Research 
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Foundation of the Franklin Institute, who made the 

treatments and worked out the physical calculations* 

Without this cooperation the work would not hare been 

possibles The genetieal aspect of the present problem 

was carried out under the direction and suggestions of 

Dr* Edgar Alteriburg to whom I wish to express my sincere 

thanks and appreciation* I also wish to thank the 

American Oncologic Hospital at Philadelphia for the use 

of the "radium bomb11 * 

HEUTRON RABIATIOH 

Chadwick in 1032 by means of the Wilson cloud 

chamber showed that neutrons were electrically uncharged 

particles* Ionisation of molecules of air did not 

take place* The track of this emission from beryllium 

remained invisible, whereas the track of the nuclei upon 

which it impinges can be seen* He also found that the 

mass of a neutron is approximately the same as that of 

a proton or a hydrogen nucleus* The behavior of neutrons 

is quite different from any other kind of radiation known* 

Charged particles collide with the electrons of the outer 



pings and thus give up their energy* hut neutrons pass ._ 

unhindered through the outer electrons* It is only when 

they ewe la contact with, th© dense nuclei of the elements 

that collision tales place* r£h© nucleus encountered by a 

neutron may do one of two things; (!) It may recoil along 

densely ionising paths,, or (2) it my combine with the 

Impinging neutron and become tranaeuted into a heavier 

nucleus* Ihe transmutation may or my mot ho stable* 

In case th© newly formed nucleus is mot stab!©* dtsintow 

gratlon takes place with or without resulting radio** 

activity* 

Heutrons of whatever source are Identical eneepb ' 

' for their velocity* intern sot free from imclel of atoms 

they proceed at their Initial velocity until collision 

takes place with atomic nuclei* At each colli-slon energy 

la reduced and their direction altered* fh© probability 

of this scattering Increases with the- diminishing velocity 

of the neutron* 

If the particle within the nucleus with which the 

neutron collides 1% say# about the same else as itself* 

e»g* proton In the hydrogen nucleus# these results an 

Ionising recoil of the proton* 11th each collision the. 

neutron loses approximately one half of its energy and 
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its direction is altered; thus It rapidly loses its 

klnetlo energy* In other words* the velocity Is de¬ 

creased* However* If the nucleus la heavy as in lead 

(about 200 times that of the neutron}* there is very 

little recoil on the part of the nucleus; instead the 

neutron now rebounds with comparatively very little 

loss of energy* 

In general* the average fraction of energy lost in 

case of other elements is less than that of hydrogen* 

i*e* the fraction decreases with increase of atomic 

number* In contrast* we find the scattering probability 

increasing slowly with rise In atomic number of the atoms 

with which the neutrons collide* Such material; as water 

or paraffin scatters neutrons in very heterogeneous 

directions; thus we see that neutrons passing through 

material containing hydrogen will emerge with very hetero¬ 

geneous direction of motion* It Is to be noted that 

organic matter is high in hydrogen content* 

Whether a neutron of a given velocity is absorbed or 

not depends not on the atomic number of the element* but 

on the nuclear structure* The element boron with an 

atomic weight of 10*82 can absorb slow neutrons to the 

extent of 90 times that of carbon which has an atomic 
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VS) 
weight of 12* ■ fhe nuclear transformation then* does 

mot depend on the atomic number, but on the nuclear make** 

up# High absorption of neutrons ssvam to Is© connected 

with nuclear transformations in all cases with, a heavier : 

element resulting.# Energy is always liberated either in 

form of quanta, electrons, or nuclear particles 5 the 

energy is that of the bombarded atoms, except in case of 

elastic collisions such as in hydrogen# It is Interest*** 

irg to note that the capture phenomenon is much more con** 

spieuous when the neutrons are slow than when fast* ' 

neutron®, like alpha particles, exist only in atomic 

nuclei.and must he ejected from them if they are to he 

used# neutrons for this experiment were obtained with 

the uradium bomb0 of the American Oncologic Hospital, at 

Philadelphia by allowing part of the gamma radiation 

from 4 grams of radium to pass through 485 grams of 

beryllium metal of 8*0 cm# in diameter and 9«0 cm# In 

height# fhQ Mnetic energies of the fastest neutrons 

produced by this source are approximately 100,000 electron ■ 

volts and 600,000 electron volts# Sic distance of the per#* 

psndicular from the, “line of centers11 of the “radium 'bosh1* 

to the mid-position of the flies in the vials was 11 cm*# 

(Pig*l)# $&© distance from the center of the beryllium 
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source to the mid-position of the flies was 12*6 cm** 

Both fast and slow neutrons were used In the experi¬ 

ment* For the "fast” neutron flies a cadmium filter of 

0*009” in thickness was usedj this means about 0*2 grams 

per cm*2 Qf eadiwm, an amount sufficient to remove 

practically all of the very slow neutrons that may reach 

the flies as a result of scattering in beryllium and in 

paraffin* The scattering in beryllium has been shown 

to be negligible* 

The "slow1* neutron flies were placed in a paraffin 

box which weighed 3*5 pounds* An additional pound of 

smaller paraffin cakes were stacked on and around the 

larger piece | thus* the total amount of paraffin used 

was 4*5 pounds* The paraffin facing the beryllium source 

was 1*2 cm* in thickness* 

The lead of the nradium bcanbir, although fairly trans¬ 

parent to neutrons, is fairly opaque to gamma rays* Lead 

should scatter neutrons much more than paraffin does! 

however, the energy lost at each collision would be less 

for lead than for paraffin* Both beryllium and lead send 

neutrons into the specimen, but those from the former 

are subject only to very small angle scattering, whereas 

those from the latter are subject to large angle scatter- 
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ing. 

Sine© some gamma-radiation is given off along with 

neutrons, and sine© ©xaet physical measurements cannot 

he made for it, gamma ray controls are desirable and 

necessary*; A paraffin "dummy® of the same dimensions 

as that of the beryllium source was used in place of 

the latter* It should give about the same amount of 
\ 

scattering of the gamma-radiation as beryllium and with¬ 

out emission of appreciable; number of neutrons* Two sets 

of gamma ray controls were runj one sei was placed in 

pardffin and the ether in air* The latter should have 

had a little more gamma radiation than the one kept in 

paraffins however,! the difference in effect between the 
'!' ■ ■ 

two should be almost negligible* 
• ‘ ' \ ” _ I ■ ' 

Ionisation measurements of gamma ray leakage at the 
' ; ‘ I ■ • 

position of the flies, both in neutron irradiated and 

gamma ray control proup was made* A small ionization 

chamber (12 e*c* volume with argon at 10 atmospheres} was 

connected through a semi-flexible cable to a vacuum tube 

eleetronometeri the latter was used as a mil-method 

instrument* The ionisation current measured at the 

position of the flies was 50 miercNmlcrowaaperes as 

compared with a current of 1*91 micro-micro-amperes due 
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to ionisation by 1*00 mg* of radium in a single needle 

10 em* from the center of the chamber* The radiation 

on flies would therefore, be 50/1*91 sf. 26*2 mg* Ra 

equivalent at 10 cm* or at 1 cm** 0*26o mg* Ba equtva- 
(17) 

lent* Talcing Taylor's value of 3.6 roentgens per 

1 mg* Ra at 1 cm* from point source of Ba* the radiation 

on the flies per hour would he 8*6 x 0*262 mg* s 2*25 

roentgens* The total number of roentgens falling on 
‘ f t 

the flies may be calculated by multiplying 2*25 by the 

number of hours of irradiation! thus for example, the 

flies exposed to 36 hours of irradiation received 

2*25 x 36 or 81 roentgens* The dose is probably not 

more than 50$, as the gamma ra&iafeiod used penetrated 

7 to 12 cm* of lead* The soft components, therefore, 

are outj and only Ra B and Ba 0 radiations remain* 

There is very little "colUmatlon” of the neutrons 

tinder the conditions of this experiment* Certain class** 

es of slow neutrons may be measured, but this measure¬ 

ment of either slow or fast neutrons in this case does 

not suffice* The determination of the intensity of 

neutrons falling on the flies is not possible as yet* 

The terms "fast” and "slow® neutrons are terms 

arbitrarily used to indicate the kind of neutrons most 
4 
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abundant In the particular beam* In other words* slow 

neutrons will be found In nfaotw neutron beams* and. It 

is Just as probable that neutrons of high Mnefcie energy 

may fall os ”slow” neutron flies* • 

Bae number of nuclear - collisions.* as already 

stated*, Is much less with fast neutrons than with the 

slew-neutrons* because the average distance between.- 

successive collisions la comparatively larger in case 

of- the former* An organism as small as Drosophila 

melonogaster cannot be ospocted to get more than one 

collision from a fast neutron* \rj-y 

wsmm ttETEon BSSB 

Muller fs well01 B method was used to detect 

lethals in the A chromes one* Adult oosin males .WOT® 

treated with neutrons and then mated to Cl B virgins of 

genetic composition sham in the diagrams below* (Bie 

scute locus of the OX B stock Is purposely omitted*) 

Only one half of the male- offsp?Ing comes throaghj the 

other half receives the lethal gene in the & B ehresso* 

mom from the mother and consequently dies* The red 
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Bar-eyed females are mated to vermillion forked (v f) 

malesj these females carry the treated X chromosome of 

the male as well as the chromosome containing the 

cross-over preventer {C}„ The treated chromosome is 

thus kept separate until the crossing-over phenomenon 

is desired* The offspring from this cross are 

theoretically of four types* One half of the males 

die as a result of receiving the lethal gene from the 

Cl B chramosomo of itsmother j the other half of the 

males receive the X chromosome derived from the treated 
f ' 

eosin male* If this chromosome should contain a lethal, 

due to the treatment, then the eosin males would also he 

missing in the Pg* Therefore, the Pg (second filial 

generation) vial containing all females is indicative of 

a transmutation of a gene in the P-^ male i*e* in the eosin 

male parent. The females in the P2 generation are of two 

types genotypically and phenotypically as shown in the 

diagram below* 

In those families in which the lethals appeared, 

the red round-eyed females were mated to v f males in 

order to determine the region of the lethal* For 

convenience the region between wQ and v is designated 

as region I, and that between v and f as region XX* 
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jhe red round-eyed females are the bearers of the X 

chromosome which carries the lethal gene* and for this 

reason* are used in the cross in preference to their 

sisters* Furthermore, the little cross-over factor 

(G) is not present! consequently, eight classes of 

offspring result* The low count of males as compared 

with females can be explained on the basis that the 

females carry the dominant non-lethal allelomorph in 

the X chromosonie received from the v f parent* Linkage 

counts were made and the lethal gene was then located* 

The we males are practically all absent on account of 

the effect of the lethal gene in the X chromosome* 

whether the lethal be in region I or in region II* Among 

the cross-overs a lethal in region I would prevent the 

appearance of w® f flies! whereas, a lethal in region II 

would prevent the files from caning through* The 

symbols Is and IIs indicate semi-lethals in the region 

indicated* The genetic method used is shown diagrammatic- 

ally below* 

(1) Eos in males ware crossed to 01 B virgin females! four 

classes of offspring theoretically result; 

w Cl v Cl v 

V f 
4 e ^ w 

x 
B B 
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w . £: 
e 
w 

01 V B V. f 

(dies) 

(g) Red bar-eyed females wore then sated to their v £ 

toothersI fotw tfpes of offspring theoretically 

: resolts 

V £ 01 V , B Cl ¥ B 
^ 3£ 

■ w0 
s 

—* w f 

w0 01 V B w° 

? f - * 

(dies) 

(3) To locate th© mg1cm of the lethal gene the follow** 

fag cross was sad©* Tho possible mal© offspring 

considering loth non«ero3S«cni,era and Qi>Qm«*WQV8 mm 

mm follows* 

w nr ■v £ 
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y—g_ yd -V- ♦ 

  -JL 

f 

means ecsin * eye colon mutation 
means Vermillion — eye colon mutation 
means forked ** bristle mutation 
means little cross-over 
means lethal 
means Bar - dominant eye shape mutation 

Keys 

w 
V 
f 
G 
1 
B 

e 

X 

we v 

By such a methyl a lethal produced in the X 

chromosome of the treated eosin males is detected and 

located* Eosin males and Cl B females are referred to as 

the parent (P^), and their offspring as the first filial 

generation (F^)* The offspring obtained from are 

referred to as the second filial generation or Pg* 
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The eosin stock flies used in all of the experiments 

la any particular series were of the same kind* They 

were taken from several different bottles, mixed well* 

and then divided Into three separate vials for each of 

the four experiments in each series* The three groups 

of flies were, namely, for (1) the neutron-treated, (2) 

the corresponding gamma ray controls, and (3) the non- 

irradiated controls which did not receive any kind of 

radiation* They all received identical handling except 

during treatment period* The neutron-treated flies and 

the corresponding gamma ray control; flies were not 

exposed to respective radiation at the same time* 

They were usually exposed alternately* 

TBS PRODUCTION OF LETHAL MUTATIONS 

Three series of experiments were carried out with 

Ra-Be source of neutrons as described in another section 

of this paper* The first series, or the preliminary 

series, consisted of experiments A, B, G, D, the second. 
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experiments E, F, O, H, and the third series, experi¬ 

ments I, J, E, L« The data for each series will be 

considered separately, and then the summarised data 

will be given* 

Preliminary experiments 

The exposure to neutron irradiation in the first 

aeries of experiments ranged from 3 to 9 hours, but the 

results are not conclusive* Experiments A and C met 

with accident! consequently no data were obtained* From 

21 eosin males of experiment B exposed for 6 hours to 

fairly fast neutrons (100,000 electron volts and 600,000 

electron volts) 993 F^ rad Bar-eyed progeny resulted* 

Out of 951 F^ females tested 6 lethals were obtained! 

the mutation rate was therefore, 1 in 158*5* The 

gamma ray controls gave 4 lethals in 702 F^ females 

tested (obtained from 17 eosin males), or a rat© of 

1 in 175*5* The non-irradiated controls gave 1 lethal 

in 681 F^ females tested* The number of eosin males 

tested in the -latter case was 17* Six hours of 



neutron irradiation, apparently, is not effective in 

altering the mutation rate* 

In experiment D, flies exposed to 9 hours of "fast” 

neutrons gave 1 lethal in 216 F^ females tested (derived 

from. 4 treated eosin males)* The result is not very 

significant on account of the small numbers* The non- 

irradiated controls gave a rate of 3 lethals in 559 F* 

females tested, or 1 in 186 *5* Twelve eosin males were 

tested* The high rate in this particular case is not of 

any special significance when the controls of the B 

experiment are taken into consideration with it* The 

rate then falls to 1 in 510* The gamma ray controls of 

this experiment died in the vial* The results of experi¬ 

ments E and D are shown in Table I* 

Experiments with larger dosage 

In the second series of experiments both "slow" 

and "fast" neutrons were used* Flies of experiments 

E and G were exposed to 16 hours of "slow”' and "fast" 

neutrons, respectively* 

The results of experiment E, with "slow” neutrons, 

were negative* (Table II) Out of 625 F^ females. 
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, .obtained from 11 treated eosin males, only 1 lethal 

appeared* In the gamma ray controls, out of 748 F^ 

finales, obtained from 17 eosin males, 3 lethals wore 

found, or a mutat.ion rate of 1 in 249*3* The non- 

irradiated controls gave 3 lethals in 680 females 

tested, or a rate of 1 in 226*6* The number of eosin 

male parents was 16* The very high rate in the controls 

Is probably due to a chance factor* 3n the first place, 

the number of P^ females tested is somewhat low. In 

the second place, if all of the controls of this series 

are considered, the mutation rate drops to 1 in 564*4, 

a normal natural rate* It will be recalled that these 

four experimental non-Irradiated control data may be 

combined for the reason already stated in another section 

of this paper* 

Experiment G, with fast neutrons, gave significant 

results* (Table II) The number of lethals appearing in 

1882 F^ females, obtained from 21 treated eosin males, 

was 18, or 1 in 104*5* The number of lethals appearing 

in 1554 F^ females, obtained from 21 eosin males treated 

with gamma ray alone, was 6, or a mutation rate of 1 in 

259* Ho lethals appeared in 448 F^ females obtained 

from 9 non-irradiated P-j_ males* 



exposure to neutrons began to die during treat** 

■seat ores "before the last twalve-Iiour exposure.* By the 

end of the treatment they were all dead*. She cause of 

the.death of these flies -is not 1fhe “slow” 

neutrons probably did sot hill tbs®, sine© the flies 

which received 26 hours exposure (in a later experiment), 

were hot hilled* 

• Expei-iEient I! gay© 6 lethals in 725 F^ females^ 

derived from 10 treated males, or a rata of 1 in 120*8* 

Out of 11 males mated, only 1 was sterile* fhe gamma 

ray controls of tooth H and F experiments died in the 

vial* 

flic fset that 40 hours exposure to ®fastw neutrons 

does not seam to cause a nary high death rate nor to 

sterilise the flies to any appreciable extent is 

interesting* The loss of the eorrcapending gamma ray 

controls, as well as the low number of F^ females 

derived from the treated cos In males, prevents any 

■special interpretation*: In order to get more data from 

flies treated with about the earn© dosage as need in 

experiments H and F, experiments 1, J, K, 1, were run* 

23ae first two received 36 hours exposure to nslown 
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.neutronsj whereas, the latter two received 36 hours of 

"fast" neutrons# The flies of XI and XJ received 36 

hours of gamma radiation of approximately the same 

strength as that given off at the time of the neutron 

exposure * The flies of XK and XL were exposed to the 

gamma radiation for the same period of time, hut they 

differed fro® the first two in that paraffin was used in 

the latter ease# The XJ and XI were kept in air, and 

therefore, probably had a little more gamma radiation# 

The difference, however. Is prohahly very small# 

The results of the "slow11 neutron experiments I 

and J, were not conclusive# (Table III) In expert** 

ment I the number of lethals appearing in 568 females, 

derived from 17 treated eosin males, was 4, or 1 in 142 #0. 

Experiment J did not give any lethals in 313 F^ females 

tested# Only 14 eosin males were tested in this experi¬ 

ment* The average mutation rate of the two experiments 

with “slow® neutrons, therefore, is 1 in 220.2. These 

two experiments of series IH are identical with respect 

to idae flies used and in the nomber of hours of treat¬ 

ment* furthermore, they were treated during the same 

period in vials placed together* They were run sepa¬ 

rately only for convenience! thus the results of the 



two may be considered as one* 

Wo lethals were found in the corresponding gamma 

ray controls XI and XJ| however, both the number of 

males tested as well as the females tested were low* 

A total of 16 eosin males and 376 females was tested 

for lethals* 

Experiments K and L which received 36 hours of 

"fast” neutron treatment confimed the experimental 

results of G* Out of 1705 females# derived from 

38 treated eosin males# 20 lethals were obtained! the 

mutation rate is# therefore# 1 in 85*2* The mutation 

rate is somewhat higher* as can be seen# than in the 

case of the flies which received 16 hours exposure to 

"fast" neutrons* 

The corresponding gamma ray controls# XK and XL* 

gave 10 lethals in 2086 F^ females* derived from 35 

eosin males* or a mutation rate of 1 in 208*6* The 

non-irradlated controls of the last series of experi¬ 

ments gaye 9 lethals in 3078 F^ females (obtained from 

59 eosin males)# or a rate of 1 in 342* 

The "fast" neutron flies showed comparatively a 

low percent of sterility* 9*2$ of 76 treated eosin 

males and 9*1$ of 4745 F^ females were sterile* In 



the gassaa ray controls X7*6$of 119 eosln males aii 

of 5400 sx femalso v/oro sterllo. In tbo "sloo" 

neutron experiments 15*4$ of 52 treated eosin males and 

11*0$ of 1691 F«^ females wore found to, be sterile* $a 

. the: non^irradiated 'controls 10*5$ of 116 eosin males 

and 19*4$ of 5324 females were sterile* 

•'; The summary of resets. from flies exposed to 16 

boars or more of neutrons are Shown In Sable M and ¥#; 

They are considered under fee following sectional Cl) 
"fast0 neutrons* (2) "slow” neutrons* (3) correspond** 

ing gassaa ray controls* and (4) the non«*irradlated 

- controls* The difference between the paraffin and air 

. gausaa ray control is sot sufficient to - distinguish -fee 

fee* 

Table ¥1 allows that out of 4312 females 

derived from 69 males treats wife irfastR neutrons, 44 

lethals were rate of 1 in. 98* as compared to 

19 lefeals in 4W4- females, derive from 89 males: 

treated with, gamma rsy alone* !*e* a rate of 1 in 250. 

The neutron treated' flies gave 5 lethals in 

1504 females tested (obtained from 42 oosin males), 

or a rate of 1 in 301* 
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Discussion 

The difference in results obtained from "fast” 

neutrons and "slow® neutrons is interesting* The 

"slow” neutrons seem to be ineffective in causing 

mutations under the conditions of this series of 

experiments* 

The "fast” neutrons are undoubtedly causing 

mutations* Obtaining 44 lethals out of 4312 F| females 

tested, i*e* 1 out of 98, is significant when compared 

to 19 lethals in 4764 F^ females (a rate of 1 in 250) 

of the corresponding gamma ray controls* The non» 

irradiated controls gave 12 lethals in 4772 F^ females 

tested, or 1 lethal in 397*6, a normal natural rate* 

The gamma rays are affecting the mutation rates 

this fact is indicated by its rather high number of 

lethals as compared with the non-irradiated controls* 

The effectiveness of the fast netttrons in causing 

mutations is shown by Hie fact that the mutation rate 

was 2*6 times that of the gamma ray controls* The 

"slow" neutrons, on the other hand, show hardly any 
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effect* It's mutation rate does not rise above that of 

the corresponding gamma ray controls* 

If a beam of fast neutrons which is scattered only 

to a very small extent acts on an organism wife rather 

high hydrogen content, such as a fly, a large percentage 

Of the effects should be due to i»ecall-protons ejected 
* 

in the specimen* It is recalled that these recoil- 

protons proceed along short-range densely ionising paths. 

Hydrogen* however, is not the only element that can act 

as a scatterer* Recoil atoms of other elements found 

in the protoplasm may play a parts especially is this 

likely if the neutrons are of very high velocity* If 

there is any direct relation between the biological 

effectiveness of ionising particles and* the specific 

ionization of the particles, it is probable that recoil 

atoms of elements other than hydrogen may affect that 

process * We cannot confine the biological effects of 

fast neutrons to recoil-protons of hydrogen* Ionisation 

resulting from collisions of other elements with neutrons 

may appreciably affect the parts, of cells which, may be 

especially sensitive* 

“18 lntero3tins %r°tmt the pb7sioiosioai 

effects produced in rats , as well as the retardation 
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<20) 
of growth in wheat seedlings * were due to fast 

neutrons* 

"Slow” neutrons in this series of experiments 

apparently did not cause mutations* Whether they 

would be capable of producing a change in the mutation 

rate with longer time of exposure* remains to be seen* 

It seems that some biological effect would be produced 

by slow neutrons* especially in view of the fact that 

capture and selective absorption are mostly slow 

neutron phenomena* 

COMCLUSIOHS 

Fast neutrons are capable of producing mutations 

as indicated by the fact that in the treated series 44 

lethals appeared in 4312 F^ females* derived from 69 

eosin males* a mutation rate of 1 in 98* as compared 

with 19 lethals in 4764 F^ fmales* derived from 89 

eosin males* a mutation rate of 1 in 250* in the gamma 

ray controls* The lethal mutation rate of the nfastn 
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;neutron treated flies was, therefore, 2*6 times that 

of the corresponding gamma ray controls* 

Slow neutrons did not under the conditions of 

the experiment affect the 'frequency of the mutation 

rate* Only 5 lethala appeared In 1504 females 

(obtained from 42 eosin males), a rate of 1 in 300*8* 

Gamma rays caused production of autationsi this 

Is In agreement with the work of Hanson and others* 
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Table VI 

Expt. 
Ho. 

r ,■ 
1 
t 

Treatment 

~Hot~ 

of 
Hrs. 

Ho* 
Males 
Tested Tested 

Lotiiala 

Ho* $ 

Miutation 

Rate 

G Fast Neutrons 16 21 1882 18 *96 

H n ft 40 10 725 6 .83 

E 
ft If 36 18 734 8 1 *09 

Ii it ft 36 20 971 12 1*23 

Total 69 4312 44 1 ►^os - 
1 in 
98 

233 Gamma ray con. 16 17 748 3 *40 

XG ft ft tt 16 21 1554 6 ' *39 

XI if ft ft 36 5 77 mm 

XI ■. ft ft ft 36 11 299 mm . 

XE ft ft !f 36 16 958 3 *51- 

XI tt tr n 36 19 1128? .■ 7 *62 

Total 89 4764 19 *398 
1 in 
250 

E Slow Neutron 16 11 623 1 *3-6 
.. . * • 
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J tt’ it 36 14 313 «* ■m- 

Total 42 1504 5 *332 
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CE Ho Radiation •* 16 680 3 *44 

GG ft it 9 448 mm mm 

CH ft it 
4m 7 249 « m 

OF ft tt ■ «* ..... 6 . 317 • - mm- 
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Cl tt it mm 16 1020 ** 

GE It it m 12 710 1 *14 

CL ft if «**. 2i 815 4 •49 

Total 97 4772 12 .25 
1 in 
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